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Introduction 

The inveatigation of the maaa and energy diatributiona of fiaaion 
fragmenta in heavy-ion reactions still remains a~ intereating sub
ject of many experimental and theoretical papers /1-5/. The situa
tion in this field ia characterized by the fact that most of the cal
culations have been performed in the framework of statistical or dy
namical approaches, but these models give values of the variances of 
the mass distributions which are substantially smaller than the mea
sured ones. This disagreement appears for both low and high excita
tion fission. On the other hand, in the recent yeârs various attemp~ 

have been made in order to reproduce the widths of the mass and cha~ 

ge distributions of final fragmenta from deep-inelastic hea~-ion 

collisions. For example, Schmid t and -:lolschin /6/, who used the sta
tionary solution of a Fokker-Planck equation for the distribution 
funetion of the' collective variables characterizing the dinuclear sy
stem for the calculation of the mess diatributions, got a reasonable 
agreement between the theoretical and the experimental results. Of 
course, in these calculations the potential energy of the system was 
approximated by a simple oscillator-like expression which corresponds 
to the Gaussian shape of the reaulting distribution function. In ge
neral, many interesting features of deep-inelastic heavy-ion reac
tions have successfully been explained in terms of this 'so-called 
fluetuation-dissipation dynamics /7/. La.ter th~,s concept has also 
been applied to the description of the mass and kinetic-energy di
stributions of fission fragments /8-10/. Recently, in ref. /11/, a 
calculation based on this formalism for the mass distributions of 
fission fragments originating from the decay of compound nuclei with 
a fissili ty parameter lying in the range 30 <z2/A<40 haa been pub
lished. In this paper the investigations have been restricted to the 
fission of highly excited nuelei where shell and pairing corrections 
do not play a role. That mean~ that the potential energy can be de
scribed in a relatively simple manner and thia simplifies conside
rably the mathematical problems connected with the solution of the 
corresponding differential equation•. Ir addi tion, in these calcula
tions the angular momentum of the fiss~oning nucleus has beentaken 
into account /12/ in ealculating the total potential entering into 
the Fokker-Planck' equation. As a consequence, the potential energy 
surface for the saddle-point configuration changes significantly and 
the stiffness coefficients become angular-momentum dependent too. It 
may be expected that the consideration of the rotation of the de
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formed system may lead to a more realistic description of the va
riances of the fission-fragment mess and energy distributions. 
The aim of the present paper is the reproduction of the widths of 
mess distributions for the fission of composite nuclear systema with 
fissility parametera z2/A )40. At the sarne time an attempt is being 
mede to reproduce the measured two-dimensional kinetic ,energy vs. 
mess plots. The two-body nuclear viscosity coefficient de
termining the intenaity of the dissipation proceas along the trajec
tory from the aaddle to the scission point is the only free parameter 
in the diffuaion model employed. 
The reactions 40Ar ()Ol MeV) + 2)2Th and 22Ne (174 MeV) + 249 Cf /2/ 

have been chosen as examplea for the present theoretical investiga
tion because in theae cases the bombarding energies lie well above 
the Coulomb and the fission barriers in the entrance channel. From 
the symmetric shapes of the mess distributions measured ln the 9xit 
channe1 of these reactions orecan auppose that after the for.motlon of 
a deformed dinuc1ear aystem its further development leada lnto the 
usual fission valley. That is why the dynamios involved in tho oxit 
channel of such fusion-fiasion 1ike processes oan be doaoribod ueing 
an adiabatic potentia1. In the cases under dioousaion tho o%oitntion 
energies of the compoaite syatema and, oonsequontly, tho nuolonr tem
peratures at the aaddle points are aloo 00 high that sholl Offoots 
can be neg1ected BO that on1y tho maoroeoopio liquid-drop torm has to 

be considered. 

The mode1 

AlI the physical and methematica1 detaila of the formalism uoed here 
have been diBcusaed in refa. /11,15/. In tho preaent papar tho poten
tia1 energy has been ca1culated as the adiabatic potentlnl aooording 
to MYers and Swiatecki /16/ uaing the parametrization tO, h'~J of 
the nuclear ahape /1)/. The parameters c and h desoribe tho elonga
tion and the necking of the ayatem, whi1e the value of~ aharaoteri 
zes the left-right asymmetry of the nuclear shape. In the oomputation 
for mirror symmetric potentia1s the trajectories ~ie in the two-di
menaional lc, hl-apace although, in ref. /14/, it has boen shown 
that h • O gives the fisBio~ path with a good appro%imation. The col
1ective variab1ea) whoae diatribution function obeys the Fokker
Planck equation, are the diatance R between the future fragment mesa 
centres and the future mess asymmetry which ia given by the expression 

2 

A - A 
X =12 + AI • Here, AI and A2 are the mess numbers of the two reac

1 2 
tion producta. The values of R and X are connected with the parame
tera c and~ by the transformation 

Jl!' z (ZI7 2
Z SJ..(2.)oI~ ..J.. ~ 8 cs) oI~


R=i?n --'i!1
/~2 Z (1)

J gZ(~) o/z J I7g 2( j!JoIc 
z, 2.z. L, 

2(2)012.J 3 - J T!.I-Jg 2(e)oIêX = -2!n C.z. r, , (2 ) 1: S?(;?)o/i! 

with z and $ being the uaual cylindrical coordinates,where the value 
of J dependa on z according to the formula 

2 2 2 ) 4.J2 • c Ro ( As + ocu + (B-J\} u - o(.u - B u ). () 

In eq. () Ro refera to the radiua of the corresponding apherical 

) 
nucleus (Z,A), u ia given by u = ~o + ~c ,and Asis defined as 

As = c-) - ~ with B • ~ + 2 h. The integration limita are 

01.. c) d-.. c)
zl =- c Ro ( 1 + -s- ), z2 = c Ro ( 1 - -,-- ), and the neck coor

dinate zn which is obtained on condition that S (z) reaches it mini

mum at z • zn' 
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Fig. 1. Contour plot of the deformation -Q.2

energy (in MeV) of the nucleus 
-0.40(Z lOS, A c 272) reaulting2 

from the liquid-drop model, vs. 
-0.5

the distance R and the mass
 
asymmetry X for h • O and 1 = O.
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Fig. 1 shows the potential landsoape for the ayatem (Z • 108, A DI 

272). It ia aeen that there ia nearly no fission barrier. This ia in 
fact a consequence of the neglect of ahell effecta which play the 
moat important role for the oaloulation of the fiasion barrier in 
such heavy systems /17/. Inoluding ahell corrections Cwiok et aI. 
obtained the value VB = 7.97 MeV for the barrier of a'hypothetical 
nucleua with (Z a 108, A • 272). 
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the poten- Fig. 3. Dependenoe of the poten
tial.energy of the nuoleus (Z c tial energy of the nucleua (Z = 
108, A a 272) for 1 D O on the 108, A • 272) for 1 a O on the 
asymmetry parameter o( for diffe mass asymmetry X for different V8

rent values of the elongation lues of the distance R (in ~). 

parameter c. 

Figs. 2 and 3 demonstrate cuts of the potential energy surface along 
the coordinate ~ at fixed values of the parameter c and along the 
coordinate X at fixed valuea of R. From theae two pictures one oan 
conclude that the potential energy U dependa on the aaymmetry para
ter at oonstant values of the elongation nearly quadratically. This 
allows ~s·to approximate the potential energy by an oscillator poten
tial in order to facilitate the numerical caloulations. Iq the fol
lowin~, the stiffness coefficients for asymmetric variations of the 
shape have been eatimated from analyt10al approximations for the 
curves in figs. 2 and 3. The resulta for c. (d~U)/ and 

(}1- U )/	 O(. do(.2. C
eX a ( ~X~ R vs. the elongation parameters O and R, reapectively, 

4 

are represented in figo 4. Their behaviour ia charaoterized by a 

sharp increase with approaching the scission point, this being in 
agreement with the results of other investigations /11,18/. 

I I i 1 

I ~:2722~/j
Fig. 4.	 Dependence of the stiffness
 

coefficients Co( and C for
x !, r1 = O on the elongation para I 

meters o and R, respectively. 
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17Influence of the angular momentum	 Rlfml 16 

Because there ia a wide range of the initial angular momentum 
O ~ lo ~ ltrap at which fusion-fission processes can take place, the 
dependence of the variances of the mass and energy distributions on 
the spin of the composite system haa to be considered. In principIe, 
the angular momentum influencea the fission process in four ways: (i) 
the aotual excitation energy of the system ia lower than the maximum 
one according to E~ • E~ - Vcent(lo)' where the rotational energy 

is given by Vcent(lo) .ú2 l~/-t9/withr-being the reduced mass of the 
2fRi nt 

nuclear system in the entrance channel, and Ri nt refers to the inter
action radius. (ii) The saddle point shifts to the potential region 
corresponding to the smaller values of the deformation parametera. 
(ii1) The fission barrier decreases. (iv) The atiffness coefficienta 
increase when the rotat:l..onal energy is taken into account in the cal
culation of the total potential energy. In the reactions considered 
here the firat and the second points are expected to be the most im

portant ones because there ia almost no fission barrier even for 
1 • O. In order to obtain an upper limit for the effecta mentioned 
above, the maximum value ~ of the angular momentum which can be 
tranaferred to the aasumed compound nucleua has to be found. In heavy
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ion reactions the value of 1 ia determined by one of two possible h) Temperature of the composite syatem (Z 108, A = 272) for the 
max 

criteria. On the one hand, the entrance channel potential gets a value of 1 from column e. 
"pocket" for decreaaing initial angular momentUO:Il ao that the projec
tile is finally trapped. This process leads to a.limitation for lo 
in the first stage of the reaction. Then, the sticking condition 

J + J1 2 
(4)1 = --------2---------- 1 max f-(R1+R2

) + J 1 + J trap2 
allows an estimation of the maximum angular momentum transferred to 
the spin of the fragments. In eq. (4), J 1 and J 2 denote the rigid
body moments of inertia of the projectile and target nuclei whose 
radii are R1 and R2 , respectively. On the other hand, the condition 
of stability against rotation /19/ 

2.1 A
-7/3 

1 2 . ~1 (1 _ x)2 (5)crlt 5 
should be fUlfilled for the compoaite ayatem. In the laat formula x 
refers to the fissility parameter. The resulta of alI these estima
tes are summarized in table 1. In ref. /20/ the criticaI value of 

the apin of the compound nucleus which is asaumed to be formed in the 
first reaction haa been obtained as lcrit ~ 58 h. Thia ia in agree
ment with the value resulting from the sticking condition. The devia
tion from lcrit calculated here may be explained by the consideration 
of higher terms in (1 - x) entering in eq. (5) in ref. /20/. 

Table r: Characteristic reaction parameters 

System a b c d e f e h 

40Ar + 232 Th 301 105 58 49 30 9.9 119.1 2.1 

22Ne + 249 Cf 174 71 51 49 30 10.7 87.0 1.8 

a) Kinetic energy,.El a b, of the projectile (in MeV). 

b) Limitation value, ltrap, in the entrance channel (in t). 
c) Transferred angular momentum lmax (in h). 
d) lcrit (in ~). 
e) Mean value of the àngular momentum i (in~) of the composite 

system. 

f) Rotational energy, Vcent(l) (in MeV) , for the value of 1 from 
column e. 

g) Excitation energy, E*(I) (in MeV) , for the value of 1 from column 
e. 

From table 1 it is seen that in the reactiona investigated here the 
physical limitation for the initial angular momenta leading to fU

sion-like trajectories is given by the second criterion.r At the end of this section the influence of the angular momentum on 

,~ 
the stiffness coefficients ia diacussed. Taking into account the 
spin of the composite ayatem, the term 

1..2 2 J-2 2 
E = '!.l_._1_ n 1 (6)_ 
rot 2 J 2 2 A R2 

u, '5' o 

is to be added to the deformation energy in order to get the total 
potential energy. In ref. /13/ the adiabatic momenta of inertia pa
rallel and perpendicular to the axis of symmetry have been calcula
ted for symmetric nuclear shapes. Extending this formalism to aaym
metric shapea (~+ O) one gets 

1 2 5 5JC7a)= ~ A R~ [ c- - ~ c (c-1) + ~ c (c-1)2 + tc/.....2 cJ lI 

2 
J.l • i J II + i A R~ [ c + ~ c5 (c-1) - 15 d-.2 c 8 

_ J (7b) 

Theae relations lead to the following l-dependence of the atiffneaa 

coefficients which ia given bY( ~he t 2rm )l. 
'dz E C5 A Ro ) 5 c 3 _ 1 

C = ( rot)f = Er ot , sph c (5 7)' (8)
01..,1 '\ po(J. c J.l (c,o(..O) 

For 1 = 50 fi the maximum value of C~,l (for c = 2) ~ounts to 80 NeV. 
This means that in the extreme case of the largest apin of the de
formed nuclear system the value of C~ has to be increased by only 4%. 
Conaequently, one can conclude.that the angular momentum dependence 
of the stiffneas coefficients ia not important for the deacription 
of the dynamics of the fission processo But from the change in the 
potential energy surface and from the shift of the saddle point in 
the direction of smaller elongation parameters it follows that the 
calculation along the fisaion trajectory starts at smaller valuea 
of the stiffness coefficienta as indicated alao in figo 4. Thia fact 
haa been discuased in detail in ref. /12/, where a significant in

~ crease in the calculated widths of the mass diatributiona has been . 
J 

obtained for increasing angular momentum. 
In principIe, one has to take an average over alI possible angular 

I ~ 
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momenta in the entrance channel contributing to fusion-fission like 
processes in the reaction considered when ca~culating the variances 
of the mass and energy distributions of the fission fragments. But 
in ref. /12/ it has been Sh0W11 that the calculation of these widths 
for the mean value of the angular momenta from O up to lmax gives a 
good approximation for the result of the averaging procedure mentio
ned above. 

Results and discussion 

Using the parameters from table 1 as input ones for the solution of 
the Fokker-Planck equation one gets the following results represen
ted in table 2 and figs. 5 and 6. 

Table 2:	 Calculated parameters of the kinetic-energy and mass distri 
butions of the fission fragments and experimental values for 
the widths of the mass diatributions. The EV valuea cork 
respond to the fission systematics given by Viola /24/. 

System T(~eV) l(ií) Ek(MeV) EkV(MeV) 2 26 Eu,(MeV) 62 2M(amu) 

40Ar + 232Th 2.2 
2.1 

1.9 
1.8 

O 

30 

O 

30 

221.1 
219.0 

222.4 

220.6 

215.0 

215.2 

746 
749 

659 

652 

1134 
1275 

1023 

1121 
22Ne + 249 Cf 

System 62 2
'M .e-rn (amu ) 

40Ar + 232 Th 1037 ± 140 

22Ne + 249 Cf 1452 ± 158 

Here also should be mentioned that the initial conditions for the 
first and second moments of the distribution functions for the col
lective variables and their conjugate momenta have been chosen acco~ 

ding to the ther.mal equilibrium conditiona. 
Fig. 5 shows the contour plots of the kinetic ene~gy vs. mass distri 
butions for the products from the reaction ~ Ar + 2~Th, wbere the 
calculations have been perfor.med for two different nuclear tempera
tures caused by different values of the angular momentum. It is seen 
that the general features of these plots are in good agreement with 
thoae of the measured kinetic energy VB. maas distributions (figs. 7 

280 

240 

200 

160 

>
OJ 
2: 

x::

11' 

~	 the width of the fission-fragment mass distribution with increasingI 
angular momentum of the decaying system. But it should be pointedj 

n 
out that the gross properties of such ex~erimentally obtained two

I dimensional contour plota are very similar for the fission of a 
compound nucleus as well aa for quasi-fission (eee, for example, 
refa. /21,22/). That ia why the character of these diagrams does q not allow an unambiguous concluaion about the mechanism of the de

216 

I T~=2.2Me~ 
l=O 

56 

272 108 

240 

IW 280 

Fig. 5. Kinetic 
energy vs. mass 
distributions for 
the decay of the 
nuleus (Z = 108, 
A = 272). The points 
in the centres of 
these plots refer 

to the maxima of 
the distributions 
which have been 
nor.malized to 1.0. 
The difference be~ 

ween two contour 
lines is 0.117 of 
the max~ value. 
The dashed lines 
show the calcuLat a3. 

dependences of the 
mean kinetic ener
gies on the frag
ment masses. 

cay of the rotating system produced in the concrete reaction. Inand 9 in	 ref. /2/). In addition, figo 5 demonstrates the increase in 
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order to clarify the nature of the reaction process one had to mea
sure the angular diatributions of the fiaaion fragmenta, too. 
The computed first and second momenta of the energy-mass di 
stributions may also be compared with the experimental findinga.Fig.5 
alao shows the calculated dependencea of the mean kinetic energies 
Ek(M) on the fragment masses. This behaviour of Ek(M) can be described I, 
in a first approximation by the parabolic expression li 

-Ek(M) = -Ek( 
A)[2 1 A( 2M2]- I 1 -~) . (9) 

l 

As was found' in ref. /23/, the experimental dependence of Ek(M) 
on the masa can be reproduced for the pre-actinides by the factor p<1. 
For the reaction 40Ar + 232 Th, the corresponding values are p • 0.704 
for I • O and ~. 0.644 for I = 30~. Besides, the mean values of the 
kinetic energy distributions (see table 2) obtained for symmetric 
fragmentation are in good agreement with those of the fission syste
matics /24/ and with the experimental ones presented in figa. 7 and 
9 of ref. /2/. Table 2 gives also the theoretical values of the va
riances ofthe mass (6~) and kinetic energy (6 i ) diatributions 
which follow from the two-dimensional plots by i~tegration over the 
other variables. It is seen that the influence of the angular momen
tum on the calculated characteristics of the distributions is not so 
strong.A conaiderable increase in the widths with angular momentum can 
only be observed .in the mass distributions.But also in this case thc 
difference between the resulta for 1~0 and 1=1 amounts to only 15%. 

llNe(174MeV).1'9Cf I II WAr(301MeV).lJlTh 

40 

400~ ElVcll"147 EIVC8-1.48 
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Fig. 6. Experimental (histo
gram) and theoretical(curve) 
mass distributions of 
the fission fragments f~om the 

40 232reactions Ar + Th and 
22Ne + 249 Cf at incident ener

gies well above the Coulomb and 
,I fisoion barriers. 

Fig. 6 shows a comparison between the calculated Gaussian mass diatri 

butions and the measured yields vs. the masa of the reaction product& li 
For the first syatem considered, the theoretical and the experimental f 
values Of6~ are in satisfactory agreement, while for the reaction 
22Ne + 249 Cf the discrepancy ia substantial. Of course, on one hand, 

it has already been found /11/ that the variances increaae with the 
growth of the fissility parameter Z2/A• On the other hand, if the fu
sion-fission procesa ia assumed to take place, it ahould be expected 
that the variancea increase with increasing excitation energy. If 
the two systems under discussion are compared with respect to theae 
two parameters, one should suppose a dominance of the aecond effect 
because there ia a substantially higher excitation energy stored in 
the system 40Ar + 232 Th, while the difference between the fissility 
parameters amounts to only~0.4 %. Thia argument agrees with the te~ 

dency of the theoretical predictions, but the behaviour of the expe
rimental data is characterized by the opposite trend. Especially the 
large width of the fission fragment masa diatribution originating 
from the reaction 22Ne + 249 Cf cannot be underatood by aasuming the 
usual fusion-fission processo In thia case it ia possible that ano
ther reaction mechanism may manifeat itselfs caused by the extremely 
larga mass asymmetry (X = 0.838) in the entrance channel. 

Concluaiona 

The deacription of the fiasion-fragment maas distributions in very 
heavy rotating systems with a fissility parameter Z2/A> 40 in the 
framework of the diffusion model showa that the influence of the an
gular momentum on the variances of these distributiona is not im

. 40 232portanto For the react10n Ar + Th the calculated value of the 
width is in good agreement with the experimental one. 
As a next step of these investigations it becomes neceasary to per
forro dynamical calculations for the evolution of the nuclear system 
in the entrance channel. Thus, if one considera the evolution of the 
system from the entrance channel to the final decay into two pieces, 
one should get more realistic trajectories leading to the scission 
point for each value of the angular momentum lo contributing to the 
fragment distributions measured in the exit channel. 
The integration over alI these contributions with an appropriate 
weight factor is hoped to give results which are in reaaonable 
agreement with the experimental f~ndingB. 
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Cayne r. Hnp. E4-87-409 

OnHCaHHe MaccoBoro H 3HepreTHqeCKOrO pacnpeneneuaa 
ocxonxoa neneann aa ocaoae anUa6aTHqeCKOrO nOTeHlU1aJ1a 

Maccoasre pacnpeneneaaa OCKonKoB neneaan apatuaiouiaxca anepusrx CHCTeM c na
pasterpovr Z2 IA> 40 6blnH paCCQHTaHbl D pavncax Jl,HepepY3HOHHOH MonenH, ocnoaaaaoâ 
aa ypaBHeHHH <DoKKepa - I1JJaHKa J\}IR epYHKUHH pacnpeneneaaa KOJUleKTHBHblX nepe
MeHHbIX. B 3TOM rtozixone e,llHHCTBeJlHbIM cB060nHblM naparaerpora RBnHeTCH K03$$H
UHeHT nnyxrensaoã HnepHoH BH3KOCTH, xapatcrepaaytouraã HHTeHCHBHOCTb nHCCHn8THB
HblX CM. nOKaJaHO, QTO YQeT yrnoaoro MOMeHTa nenrnueroca RApa aener K neõonsurosry 
YBenHQeHHIO pacc-urraansrx nacnepcaü MaCCODblX pacnpeneneaaã, uesnasarensuo- ynyq
uiaa cornacae c 3KcnepHMeHTanbHblMH n3.llHbIMI1. Kposie Toro, 6blJ1H TaK>Ke paccuaraast 
pacnpeneneuaa KHHeTHQeCKOH 3HeprHH OCKOJIKOB neneaan JUIH 3THX xce anep, xoropsre 
CpaBHHBalOTCH c 3KcnepHMeHTaJ1bJlbIMH pacnpenerreaansra. 

Pa60Ta asmornreaa B Jlaôoparopaa TeOpeTHQeCKOH epU3Hl<H OI1f1I1. 
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Saupe G. et alo E4.87-409 

Description of the Mass and Kinetic-Energy Destributions 
of Fission Fragmenta Using an Adiabatic Potential 

The mass distributions of fission fragments from rotating composite nuclear systems 
with fissility parameters Z2IA> 40 have been calculated in the framework of the diffu
sion model based on the Fokker-Planck equation for the distribution function of the col
lective variables. In this formalism the two-body nuclear viscosiry coefficient describing 
the intensity of the dissipative force is the only free parameter. It has been found that the 
consideration of the angular mo menta of the fissioníng nuclei leads to a small increase in 
the calculated widths which slightly improves the agreement with the experimental data. 
In addítion, the Iíssion fragment kinetic-energy distributions have been calculated and com
pared with the measured ones, 

The	 investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear Physícs, JINR. 
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